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ABSTRACT
Behind the great success of medical imaging, a crisis is looming: The number of imaging studies is growing exponentially; the
workload of radiologists is increasing dramatically; the health care cost related to imaging is rising rapidly. We are facing a
grand new challenge: Image Data Explosion—modern imaging systems generate enormous volumes of data, far exceeding
human abilities for interpretation. What is paramount, however, is not the images themselves but rather the clinically relevant
information contained within them. To automatically glean the clinically relevant information from medical images to improve
diagnosis accuracy and efficiency, computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) empowered by artificial intelligence and deep learning
(AI/DL) holds great promise. However, developing such CAD systems is impeded by a significant barrier: Deep learning is data
hungry in nature, demanding large, high-quality annotated datasets. To overcome this barrier, we have been focusing on
developing novel methodologies by exploiting the intrinsic properties of medical images. In the first part of this joint talk, Dr.
Liang introduces computer-aided diagnosis in medical imaging, reviews the advantages that medical imaging offers for deep
learning research, and outlines the research topics towards annotation-efficient deep learning for medical imaging. In the
second part of the talk, Mr. Zhou focuses on three specific topics as part of his PhD dissertation: (1) acquiring necessary
annotation efficiently from human experts; (2) utilizing existing annotation effectively from advanced architecture; and (3)
extracting generic knowledge directly from unannotated images.
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